Abstract Advanced algorithms based on pattern recognition for segmentation, recognition, and indexing of image, video, speech and audio data have been investigated and developed to analyze multimedia information, recently. Pattern recognition algorithms generally aim to provide a reasonable answer for all possible inputs and to perform most likely matching of the inputs, taking into account their statistical variation. Theses algorithms have been widely used in many applications to recognize what people understand such as objects, faces, human actions, and so on. Although there has been a great progress in fields of image and speech processing, virtual and augmented reality, human-computer interaction, and so on, we still have the difficulties of implementing general models that are robust to real-world variations. In this special issue, our goal is to consolidate the recent research achievements that include diverse pattern recognition based information processing for multimedia applications.
Introduction
Despite of increasing interest of researchers to issues related to pattern recognition and machine learning over the last decade, it is still imperfectly understood and studied.
We have received many manuscripts and each manuscript was blindly reviewed by at least three reviewers consisting of guest editors and external reviewers. After the first and second review processes, nine manuscripts were finally selected to be included in this special issue.
In Section 2, we present the summaries of the manuscript accepted in this issue. In the last section, we conclude the paper with some observations and future work.
Related work
The first paper entitled "Optimization of a robot-served cart capacity using the threedimensional single bin packing problem" by Khil and Lee [6] , aims to optimize the amount of a dish cart capacity which a serving robot can carry at one time. It is formulated as a threedimensional finite bin packing problem (3D-BPP). The experiments are performed to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme. The empirical and theoretical analyses follow to investigate its characteristics.
The second paper entitled "A contour tracking method of large motion object using optical flow and active contour model," by Choi et al. [1] proposes a method of tracking contour of an object with larger motion and irregular shapes in image sequence in a stable manner using the optical flow and active contour model. Findings from experiments with actual videos indicate that irregular objects with large motion are easier to track.
Another paper entitled "Automatic Registration of a Virtual Experience Space with Kinect," by Soh et al. [8] proposes a new automated initialization method to replace the traditional initialization process of a virtual experience space using Kinect. This improvement can be done by estimating 6DOF of a floor plane with depth information. It shows comparable performance and offers users the opportunity to experience virtual space in a simple, low-cost manner.
The fourth paper entitled "Occlusion Detection Using Horizontally Segmented Windows for Vehicle Tracking," by Jo et al. [2] proposes a method for detection of occluded regions while tracking vehicles in visual scenes, to make the tracking robust to partial and full blocking of the target by interfering objects. The target window is segmented into several, vertical windows, and the HSV histogram distance changes over adjacent sub-windows are used to identify occluded regions. The occluded parts are then excluded in the particle-filter based object tracking framework.
Fifth paper entitled "Directional Texture Transfer for Video," by Kang et al. [5] introduces an algorithm that transfers the texture of a reference image to a target video while retaining the directionality of the target video. Texture transfer is a method that copies the texture of a reference image to a target image. The proposed algorithm maintains the temporal coherency of the transferred texture, and controls the style of the texture transfer.
Next paper entitled "Line Recognition Algorithm for 3D Polygonal Model using a Parallel Computing Platform," by Kim et al. [4] presents a method of accelerating calculation by applying CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) to a line recognition algorithm that uses MLS (Moving Least Squares) surface approximation. Line recognition, however, requires a long period of calculation time and thus, various methods have been studied to accelerate the speed of the operation. The proposed technique showed that we were able to significantly reduce the time consumed in feature extraction while maintaining the quality of the model. The speed improvement algorithm suggested in the paper is not only effective for ridge-valley line but could also be effective for acceleration of other form of feature lines such as silhouette and outline, and can possibly improve the overall speed of algorithm. In this paper, we have only applied ink line effect that displays the image as if it was manually drawn by a pen. Seventh paper entitled "Methodology and implementation for tracking the file sharers using BitTorrent," by Park et al. [7] proposes a methodology for the investigation of illegal file sharers using BitTorrent networks through the use of a P2P digital investigation process.
Eighth paper entitled "Music Structure Analysis using Self-Similarity Matrix and Twostage Categorization," by Jun et al. [3] proposes a new method for music structure analysis on the basis of segmentation and categorization. Self-similarity matrix which is constructed by similarities among musical features is used for segmenting music. For categorizing segment, two-stage categorization method is proposed. The first stage groups segments by similar timbres and the second stage subgroups segments in each group according to chromagram sequence.
The last paper entitled "A Novel Approach to detect Network Anomalies based on IEC 61850 Substation Automation," by Yoo and Shon [9] presents proposes an anomaly detection method for substation automation based on IEC 61850. It can be used to detect the various abnormal cases in the IEC 61850 network that use the MMS and GOOSE potocols.
Conclusion
Finally, our special thanks go to Prof. Borko Furht and all editorial staffs for their valuable supports throughout the preparation and publication of this special issue. We would like to thank all authors for their contributions to this special issue. We also extend our thanks to the following external reviewers for their excellent help in reviewing the manuscripts.
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